In this paper, we propose a new sampler for Bayesian learning that can efficiently draw representative samples from complex posterior distributions with multiple isolated modes in the presence of mini-batch noise. This is done by simulating a collection of replicas in parallel with different temperatures. When evolving the Nosé-Hoover dynamics, the sampler adaptively neutralizes the mini-batch noise. To approximate the detailed balance, configuration exchange is performed periodically between adjacent replicas according to a noise-aware test of acceptance. While its effectiveness on complex multimodal posteriors has been illustrated by testing over synthetic distributions, experiments on deep Bayesian neural network learning have shown its significant improvements over strong baselines for image classification.
Introduction
Bayesian inference is one of the principled approaches to data analysis and provides a natural way of capturing the uncertainty within the quantities of interest [13] . A practical technique of posterior sampling in Bayesian inference is the Markov chain Monte Carlo methods [15] . Albeit successful in a wide-range of applications, the traditional MCMC methods, such as the Metropolis-Hastings (MH) algorithm [27, 17] , the Gibbs sampler [14] , and the hybrid/Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) [9, 30] , have significant difficulties in dealing with complex probabilistic models with large datasets. The chief issues are two-fold: for complex models, there exists multiple modes, and some might be isolated with others such that the samplers might not be able to discover them, which leads to the pseudo-convergence [4] ; for large datasets, the exploitation of mini-batches results in noise-corrupted gradient information that drives the sampler to deviate from the correct distributions [6] .
To tackle the first fold of chief issues, some stochastic methods employing techniques stemmed in molecular dynamics have been proposed to alleviate the influence of mini-batch noise, e.g. the Stochastic Gradient Hamiltonian Monte Carlo [6] and the Stochastic Gradient Nosé-Hoover Thermostat [8] . These methods, however, still suffer from the pseudo-convergence problem. To address the second fold of chief issues, the idea of tempering [26, 10, 16 ] is conceived as a promising framework of solutions. It leverages the fact in statistical physics that a system at high temperature has a better chance to step across energy barriers between isolated modes of the state distribution [24] and hence enables rapid exploration. Although samplers based on tempering, such as the replicaexchange Monte Carlo [36] , the simulated tempering [26] and the tempered transition [29] , have shown improvements on complex distributions, the fact that they rely heavily on the exact evaluation of likelihood function, which is infeasible for large datasets, essentially prevents their application in large datasets. Notably, a recently proposed "thermostat-assisted continuous-tempered Hamiltonian Monte Carlo" (TACT-HMC) [25] has attempted to combine the advantage of molecular dynamics and tempering to address the issues of noise-corrupted gradient and pseudo-convergence. One major disadvantage of this method is that the procedure of continuous tempering keeps varying the effective temperature of the inner system; unbiased samples can only be generated when the inner system is at the unity temperature (which is a fraction of entire simulation interval). This means that its efficiency is relatively low and one has to run longer to obtain the same amount of effective samples.
Replica-exchange Nosé-Hoover Dynamics
This section serves as a straightforward description of our Replica-exchange Nosé-Hoover Dynamics. The proposed method contains two alternating subroutines, where the one in §2.1 simulates in parallel the Nosé-Hoover dynamics on a ladder of tempered replicas whereas the other one in §2.2 periodically exchanges the configurations between a pair of two replicas. An optional add-on is introduced in §2.3 for efficiency enhancement. A schematic illustration and more details can be found in Appendix A.
Simulating replicas using the Nosé-Hoover dynamics with noisy gradient
Let ρ(θ| D) be the posterior distribution of the concerned variable θ ∈ d given the dataset D = {x}. With the prior distribution ρ(θ) and likelihood function per datum (θ; x) that one determines a priori, the posterior can be calculated using Bayes' rule such that ρ(θ| D) ∝ ρ(θ) x ∈ D (θ; x).
A standard recipe for generating samples from ρ(θ| D) begins with establishing a mechanical system with a point mass moving in d-dimensional Euclidean space. The variable of interest θ is now referred to as the system configuration, indicating the position of the particle. The target posterior transforms into the potential field U(θ) − log ρ(θ| D), which determines the energy landscape of that system. Intuitively, the force induced by U(θ) guides the motion of the particle, tracing out the trajectory θ(t); the snapshots {θ k } registered periodically from θ(t) will be tested and accepted as new samples.
As the entire dataset D is involved in calculating the force f −∇U, it becomes computationally very expensive or even infeasible when D grows large. Therefore, for practical purpose, we resort to mini-batches S ⊂ D for big datasets, which results in noisy estimates approximating the actual forcẽ
It is clear thatf is an unbiased estimator of f given the fact that each datum x ∈ D is i.i.d. Moreover, being sum of independent random variables,f converges to Gaussian in an asymptotic way as stated by the Central Limit Theorem (CLT). We assumef 's variance as constant due to its θ-independence concluded in [5] and isotropic in all d dimensions for θ's symmetric nature as suggested in [8] .
Now we construct an increasing ladder of temperatures {T j }. On each rung j, we instantiate a replica of the physical system established previously. For each replica j, a set of dynamic variables is defined, which we refer to as the system state Γ j = (θ j , p j , ξ j ), with p j ∈ d being θ j 's conjugate momentum and ξ ∈ denoting the Nosé-Hoover thermostat [31, 19] for adaptive noise dissipation [21] . There is a list of "replica-specific" constants to be assigned, namely the temperature T j , the particle mass m j , and the thermal inertia κ j . The time evolution of Γ j is governed by the Nosé-Hoover dynamics [11] :
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wheref represents the mini-batch approximation of the force, i.e. the gradient, as formulated in (1) . The advantage of the Nosé-Hoover dynamics over the standard approach, Hamiltonian dynamics [30] , is that the former can automatically recognize the noise within the gradient and adaptively neutralize its effect whereas the latter is likely to deviate from the correct distribution due to its vulnerability to noisy gradients. In contrast to the non-thermostatting proposals, e.g. SGMHC [6] , the Nosé-Hoover thermostat saves us from manual noise estimation; it works properly with minimum prior knowledge. The following theorem validates the efficacy of the Nosé-Hoover dynamics in (2) . Theorem 1. The dynamics in (2) ensures the convergence of Γ j to the unique invariant distribution
if the replica is ergodic.
Proof. The details can be found in Appendix B.
We simulate the time evolution of all replicas { j} in parallel using the dynamics in (2) until converged. A quick observation on (3) reveals the fact that all replicas share the same functional form of π j (Γ j ); the difference between one invariant distribution and another is resulted from the different assignments of the replica-specific constants, especially the temperature. Considering replica j at temperature T j , one can easily obtain the invariant distribution of θ j by marginalizing (3) w.r.t. p j and ξ j :
where the "effective" potential at T j is essentially the actual potential U rescaled by a factor of 1 /T j . Figure 1 shows the effective potentials of replicas at different temperatures; the corresponding π j (θ j ) are then illustrated. It becomes clear that when climbing the increasing ladder of temperatures {T j }, π j (θ j ) moves gradually towards a flat histogram. A physical interpretation is that the energy barriers separating isolated modes are effectively lowered and hence easier to overcome at high temperatures. Consequently, replicas at higher T's enjoy more efficient exploration of θ-space. On the other hand, for "replica 0", i.e. the one at unity temperature T 0 = 1, the marginal π(θ) ∝ e −U(θ) ∝ ρ(θ| D) restores the target posterior according to (4).
Exchanging replicas using logistic test of acceptance with estimated potential differences
As we have investigated, replicas at high temperatures have better chances to transit between modes, leading to faster exploration of θ-space. However, such advantage comes at a price that the sampling is no longer correct: the spectrum of sampled distribution widens in proportional to the square root of replica's temperature. This fact implies that the correct samples shall only be drawn from replica 0.
To enable rapid θ-space exploration with high-temperature replicas whilst retaining accurate sampling, we develop a protocol that swaps the configurations between replicas systematically and periodically, and works well with mini-batches; the term "replica-exchange" refers to operations that swap θ's.
The protocol, as a non-physical probabilistic procedure, is built upon the principle of detailed balance, where every swap is equilibrated by its reverse counterpart. Such balance is maintained by a criterion with certain acceptance test; Baker's logistic test of acceptance [2] is utilized to assemble our protocol.
As indicated by its name, this test relies on the logistic function g(z) = 1/[1 + e −z ], and the potential difference ∆E jk U(θ j ) − U(θ k ) 1/T j − 1/T k between the pair of replicas ( j, k) to be exchanged. The preference of Baker's test over its Metropolis counterpart comes from the super-smooth nature of the logistic function. Smoothness ensures the existence of smooth derivatives of infinite orders, which facilitates analytic formulations using infinite series, especially for problems involving deconvolutions. The Metropolis test, albeit more efficient, comprises non-smooth operations, min, which substantially sabotages the analyticity with a series of Delta functions arising from min's discontinuity.
When switching to mini-batches, the actual potential difference ∆E jk is no longer accessible; instead, we obtain a noisy estimate that approximates the actual value:
which is essentially a random variable that converges asymptotically to Gaussian as indicated by CLT. As a result, the factorization ∆Ẽ jk = ∆E jk + z N applies, where z N ∼ N(0, σ 2 ) represents the random perturbation in the estimate from the underlying potential difference ∆E jk , with σ 2 var[∆Ẽ jk ].
We introduce an auxiliary variable z C as suggested in [34] ; its density q C is implicitly defined by
where q L denotes the density of standard logistic distribution L(0, 1) and q N σ 2 is that of N(0, σ 2 ).
Theorem 2. The exchange of two replicas ( j, k) approximately preserves detailed balance under the criterion that given ∆Ẽ jk evaluated by (5), we accept an attempt of swapping
where
represents the 2n-th derivative of q L and λ is the "bandwidth" of kernel controlling the precision.
Proof. The details can be found in Appendix C. 
Algorithm 1 The replica-exchange protocol
evaluate ∆Ẽ using (5) with S, model.ρ() and model. () 5:
z C ∼q C using Gibbs sampler or HMC 8:
if ∆Ẽ + z N * + z C > 0 then: checking the criterion 9:
A nice property of the logistic derivatives is that all q (2n) L can be formulated as polynomials in terms of the logistic function g with coefficients extracted from the Worpitzky Triangle. We express the first three logistic derivatives of even order in Table 1 ; for any q (2n) L , the highest order of g-terms is 2n + 2.
Figure 3: Effect of deploying WTE on a set of 5 replicas at different temperatures. On the left depicts the real histograms of replicas' energy distributions while the right shows their tempered counterparts. With WTE enabled, the energy overlap (shaded) of adjacent replicas is greatly enlarged, which leads to a better chance for successful exchange and therefore a higher efficiency.
The coefficient of the k-th g-term in q (2n) L is essentially W(2n, k) of the triangle. A recursive routine is provided as an alternative in [28] .
In practice, we precalculateq C using (7) with a constant tolerance σ 2 * and a sufficiently small λ; for arbitrary precision, the infinite series can be truncated at an appropriate level for a finite summation. Figure 2 demonstrates the approximation by only a handful of derivatives q (2n) L ; comparison is made between the real standard logistic q L and the reconstructedq C * q N σ 2 , indicating a perfect precision.
For an attempt of swapping, we make sure var[∆Ẽ jk ] < σ 2 * and sample a new Gaussian z N * such that the variance of sum var[∆Ẽ jk + z N * ] ≈ σ 2 * . When validating the criterion,q C is reused for sampling the correction variable z C as the density is retained in the memory; conventional samplers, such as the Gibbs sampler [14] and HMC [30] , can be leveraged. The protocol is formalized as Algorithm 1.
In comparison with the numerical treatment in [34] , our approach provides an analytic approximation to the ill-defined Gaussian decovolution corresponding to the mini-batch replica-exchange protocol. Given an arbitrary precision, one can readily re-evaluate the approximation for the expected precision using Table (1), instead of invoking the entire numerical procedure. Empirical evaluation demonstrates that a significant improvement (20× boost) on efficiency can be guaranteed in sampling the correction distribution using our analytic approach with the Gibbs sampler; the numerical solution in comparison uses the pre-computed density 2 and the conventional methods, namely binary search and hash tables.
Reducing replicas using the Well-tempered Ensemble
In this subsection, we discuss an "optional" device, the Well-tempered Ensemble [3] , for our RENHD. WTE is important, albeit not indispensable, for its use of enhancing the memory efficiency of RENHD by reducing the number of replicas for real-world applications, especially for deep neural networks.
Intuitively, the efficiency of RENHD relies on the chance of successful swaps, and the latter is merely a function of (potential) energy differences: in §2.2, the acceptance probability is of the form g(∆E jk ). For a pair of replicas ( j, k), a greater overlap of the energy distributions π j (E) and π k (E) will lead to a better chance on the exchange between θ j and θ k . However, observations reveal that the overlap will decrease in the rate of 1 / √ d when the system size d (i.e. the dimension for θ ∈ d ) increases [10] . Therefore, to retain a constant acceptance probability, the number of replicas needs to increase in √ d. For very large systems such as deep neural networks, the amount might be prohibitively large.
WTE manages to reduce the replicas number by enlarging the energy overlap of replicas. It constructs and then maintains for each replica j a time-dependent biasing potential A γ j (E, t) with γ > 1 denoting the tempering factor, which is a predefined constant defining the increase of energy overlaps by WTE. Figure 3 illustrates the effect of deploying WTE on a demo model with Gaussian energy distributions; the overlap of energy distributions (of adjacent replicas) is substantially enlarged.
The time evolution of the biasing potential A γ j in WTE is defined by
where θ j (t) indicates the trajectory of θ j at time t, h is a constant determining the learning rate of A γ j , and δ[·] denotes the Dirac delta function. As γ is a constant, we hereafter omit it for simplicity. It has been shown that A j (E, t) converges asymptotically [7] . With A j (E)
A j (E, t → ∞), the augmented 2 https://github.com/BIDData/BIDMach Algorithm 2 Replica-exchange Nosé-Hoover dynamics with well-tempered ensemble
NHD length N; , µ, c in (13); γ, h in (8); ∆ for quantizing A j 3:
for all { j} do all j running in parallel 4:
υ j ∼ N(0, T j ) and s j ← c T j resetting auxiliary variables 5:
for n = RANGE(1, N) do 6:
evaluating mini-batch gradient 9: (2) 14: 
{( j, k)} ← RAND() sampling a set of replicas to swap 22:
for all {( j, k)} do 23:
if θ j and θ k exchanged then swap
samples ← samples, θ 0 reweighting needed using (11) or (12) potential can be defined as V j (θ j ) U(θ j ) + A j (U(θ j )) and the tempered energy distribution reads
Theorem 3. The energy distribution (9) of the WTE-augmented replica j with converged A j satisfies
indicating that the fluctuation var[E] w.r.t.π A j is effectively amplified by a factor γ.
Proof. The details can be found in Appendix D.
The marginal distribution of θ j for the WTE-augmented replica j is then modified as (cf. (4))
which deviates from the concerned marginal π j (θ j ) in (4) by a factor e −A j (U(θ j ))/T j . A re-weighting procedure needs to be conducted by simply implementing importance sampling with the same factor. In practical scenarios where WTE is deployed, large models, e.g. deep neural networks, often involve; it is usually the canonical average of some function r(θ j ), i.e. its Monte Carlo integration w.r.t. π j (θ j ), rather than the posterior distribution ρ(θ| D) ≡ π(θ | T = 1) itself that really matters. For that average, we can readily evaluate it in a simple and unbiased way derived from (11):
, with samples drawn fromπ
where the biasing potential A j (U(θ j )) can be evaluated on the fly during the simulation. 
Implementation
This section is devoted to the implementation of the proposed sampler, RENHD, in practical scenarios. Particular attention is paid to the discretization of the continuous-time dynamics in (2) and (8).
Let us begin with discretizing the Nosé-Hoover dynamics in (2). With non-vanishing time steps ∆t, we make a change of variables by defining for each replica j:
where the particle mass m as well as the thermal inertia κ are set equal for all replicas, and the newly introduced constant c j defines additional Gaussian noise with a predefined intensity C ≈ 20B in (3) to enhance the ergodicity. As suggested in [23] , the temperature ladder {T j } is defined geometrically as a series: T j = τ j with τ > 1 being the constant ratio for all j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , M.
Now we devise WTE's update rule for replica j by setting an array to restore the biasing potential A j . Given the granularity ∆, the energy E is quantized; each segment is then associated to one of the cells in that array. A j is evaluated for all quantized E, with the values registered in the corresponding cells. Time is discretized t → n∆t using the same steps; the differential equation (8) is hence converted into
where the learning rate h controls the size of increments, δ E,E (n) j defines the Kronecker delta function in the quantized E while E (n) j U(θ j (n∆t)) denoting the potential energy evaluated at the n-th step. By initializing A j [E; 0] ≡ 0, the biasing potential is adaptively accumulated through the simulation. Algorithm 2 provides a procedural description of RENHD with WTE deployed; an alternative version of RENHD without WTE can be found in Appendix E.
Experiment
We conduct two sets of experiments: the first uses synthetic scenarios, verifying the desired properties of our method; the second is on real datasets, showing a significant improvement against baselines.
Synthetic distributions
To verify the efficacy of RENHD, we perform a sampling test on a synthetic 2d Gaussian mixture with 5 isolated modes. The potential energy and its gradient is perturbed by zero-mean Gaussian noise with variance σ 2 = 0.25 which stays unknown for samplers. A temperatures ladder is established with 7 rungs and the geometric factor τ = 1.5; the temperature ranges from T 0 ≡ 1 to T 7 = (1.5) 7 ≈ 11.4. We compare the sampled histogram with the non-tempered sampler, SGNHT [8] , and a typical variational inference method, the plannar Normalizing Flow [32] . Figure 4 demonstrates that REHND has accurately sampled the target multimodal distribution in the presence of mini-batch noise. On the contrary, SGNHT and PNF failed to discover the isolated modes; the latter deviates severely due to the noise, resulting in a spread histogram. We have depicted the sampling trajectory above for the samplers, which indicates a good mixing property of RENHD against SGNHT. Moreover, we provide the autocorrelation plot for RENHD's samples and illustrate the history of swaps between replicas within a short interval of simulation. The effective sample size of RENHD is 4.1638 × 10 3 out of 10 5 . 
Bayesian learning on real image datasets with convolutional and recurrent neural nets
We conduct image classification on two real datasets: Fashion-MNISTand CIFAR-10each on a typical recurrent neural network (RNN) and a convolutional neural network (CNN), respectively. The performance is evaluated and compared in terms of the accuracy of classification. The recent TACT-HMC [25] as well as two classic mini-batch-compatible samplers, i.e. SGNHT [8] and SGHMC [6] , are chosen as part of the baselines; besides, two widely-used gradient-based optimisers, Adam [22] and momentum SGD [35] , are compared. Note that the algorithms relating Normalizing Flow are not compared, since these NF-based methods are impractical in sampling high-dimensional θ-space. All four baselines are tuned to their best on each task; the samplers' accuracy of classification is calculated from Monte Carlo integration on sampled models; the optimizers are evaluated on test sets.
For all methods, every single run composes 1000 epochs in either sampling or training before the final evaluation. We randomly permute a certain percentage (0%, 20%, and 30%) of the training labels at the beginning of each epoch as suggested in [25] . We use |S| nhd = 128 for the parallel evolution and |S| re = 256 for the replica exchange. The additional noise level is fixed at c = 0.1. The geometric temperature ladders is setup with 12 rungs and the ratio τ = 1.2, leading to a highest temperature at (1.2) 12 ≈ 9. WTE is enabled with γ = 2, h = 0.0001, ∆ = 0.1. The swap is attempted after every 40 effective samples obtained. The step size = 5 × 10 −6 , the thermal inertia µ = 1 and the length of simulating trajectory N = 200. The bandwidth λ = 0.05 and the reference variance σ 2 * = 0.5. Fashion-MNIST classification with RNN. The RNN is composed of one LSTM layer [18] as the first layer, with the input/output dimensions of 28/128. It takes as the input via scanning a 28 × 28 image vertically each line of a time. After 28 scanning steps, the LSTM outputs a representative vector of size 128 into ReLU activation, which is followed by a dense layer of size 64 with ReLU activation. The prediction on 10 categories is generated by softmax activation in the output layer. CIFAR-10 classification with CNN. The CNN contains four learnable layers: from the bottom to the top, a 2d conv layer using the kernel of size 3 × 3 × 3 × 16, and another 2d conv layer with the kernel of size 3 × 3 × 16 × 16, then two dense layers of size 80 and 10. ReLU activations are inserted between each of those learnable layers. For each conv layer, the stride is set to 1 × 1, and a pooling layer with 2 × 2 stride is appended after the ReLU activation. Softmax is used for the final prediction. Discussion. RENHD outperforms all classic baselines with a relatively large margin due to the incorporation of tempering. In the comparison with TACT-HMC, another tempering-enhanced sampler, RENHD still maintains better performance. Moreover, RENHD is devised with much simpler dynamics and fewer hyperparameters, reducing 60% computation for one step of simulation compared with TACT-HMC and greatly simplifying debugging or tuning. It can constantly generate valid samples while using TACT-HMC one has only 18% chances to get a valid one. Hence, we believe that RENHD is of much more practical interest for its virtue of easy implementation, fast deployment, and high efficiency. The result is summarized in Table 2 , where the average accuracy of classification is reported, with a variation calculated from 10 independent runs in each setting.
Conclusion
We propose a new sampler, RENHD, as the first replica-exchange method applicable to mini-batch settings, which can efficiently draw representative samples from complex posterior distributions with multiple isolated modes in the presence of mini-batch noise. It simulates a ladder of replicas in different temperatures, and alternating between subroutines of evolving the Nosé-Hoover dynamics using the mini-batch gradient and performing configuration exchange based on noise-aware acceptance test. Experiments are conducted to validate the efficacy and demonstrate the effectiveness; it outperforms all baselines compared by a significant improvement on the accuracy of image classification with different types of neural network. The results have demonstrated the potential of facilitating deep Bayesian learning on large datasets where multimodal posteriors and mini-batch gradient exist.
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A A systematic illustration of the proposed method
The proposed method contains two alternating subroutines: 1. dynamics evolution of all system replicas in parallel, and 2. configuration exchange between adjacent replicas where the condition of detailed balance is met. The first subroutine exploits the Nosé-Hoover dynamics [11] to determine and adaptively neutralize the noise arising from mini-batch gradients; the second leverages a specific logistic test of acceptance that is well-functioning with mini-batches, to preserve detailed balance during each exchange. Figure 5 demonstrates the runtime trajectories of 5 replicas, in which two subroutines are invoked in an alternative scheme. In the following subsections, theoretical bases will be established. 
B Proof of Theorem 1
Proof. We prove the existence of the invariant distributions. The uniqueness follows as a consequence of the assumption on ergodicity.
The Nosé-Hoover dynamics in (2) defines a system of stochastic differential equations, which governs the time evolution of state in a probabilistic way from a microscopic perspective. On the other hand, consider the entire ensemble, i.e. the collection of all possible states, its evolution can be characterized statistically from a macroscopic point of view through the time evolution of state distribution π j (Γ j , t). The Fokker-Planck equation [33] translates the stochastic dynamics of state into the differential equation
which can be solved deterministically or even analytically; the invariant distributions can be indicated by π j (Γ j , t) = 0.
We presume that the invariant distribution of ξ is separable from that of θ j and p j so that
For the marginal distribution π j (θ j , p j ), we consider the typical Boltzmann distribution for the Hamiltonian system (θ j , p j ) with the potential U and an additive quadratic kinetic energy p j p j /2m j as is defined for our system:
When solving π j (Γ j , t) = 0, the Boltzmann π j (θ j , p j ) in (16) results in the Hamiltonian dynamics [30] ; the first and second terms in (15) therefore cancel with each other. The resulting equation w.r.t.
which gives the unique solution up to a normalizing constant
Combining two marginal distributions in (16) and (17), the joint distribution of state is obtained as in (3), which is invariant by construction.
C Proof of Theorem 2
Proof. We start with the investigation on a simple system of two replicas, namely ( j, k); any composite system with a number of replicas simply extends the basic scenario, because every swap takes place between a pair of replicas.
For that 2-replica system to satisfy detailed balance during replica exchange, the relation below holds
where π j (θ j ) represents the marginal distribution of replica j's current configuration θ j as formulated in (4), and α jk (θ j , θ k ) → (θ k , θ j ) denotes the acceptance probability of the pair ( j, k) moves from the initial setting the initial setting (θ j , θ k ) to the final setting (θ k , θ j ). Note that θ j indicates only the value of j's configuration at the particular time instance; after switching, j's configuration becomes θ k , i.e. swapped with k's.
The acceptance probability of Baker's test reads
where we recall the definition of ∆E jk
satisfies (18) . Therefore, as long as we accept a swap with the energy difference ∆E according to the probability α B jk , detailed balance will definitely be preserved. It should be obvious that equation (19) resembles the logistic function g(z) = 1/[1 + e −z ] in ∆E jk , which is exactly the cumulative distribution function of the standard logistic distribution L(0, 1). The acceptance test essentially checks whether the condition
However, problem arises when using mini-batches: the potential difference ∆E jk has been "corrupted" by Gaussian noise z N . We tackle this with the decomposition approach proposed by Seita et al. [34] , where an auxiliary random variable z C is introduced to fix the Gaussian perturbation for an accurate logistic outcome. The new condition to be tested in the mini-batch setting can therefore be derived as
In other words, with mini-batching, one has to verify whether the sum of the correction variable z C and the estimate ∆Ẽ jk is positive for the decision of accepting a swapping attempt.
The objective now is to finding the correction distribution and then sampling z C from it, which relies on the solution to z C 's density function q C (z). Instead of launching brutal-force attack with an arsenal of numerical solvers, we provide an analytic treatment that is more efficient and easier to reproduce. Requiring z L = z C + z N to hold for the three random variables, this condition unfortunately leads to a pathological correction distribution. Intuitively, the density q N σ 2 (z) of the Gaussian z N decays much faster than q L (z) of the logistic variable z L in the tails. Hence, the spectrum of q C (z) will not vanish at infinity; on the contrary, q C (z) must grow exponentially as z increases for perfect compensation. Equation (6) defines a Gaussian deconvolution problem [20] w.r.t. the standard logistic distribution. Then we apply the Fourier transform to (6) , which converts the convolution equation of densities into the corresponding algebraic equation of the associated characteristics functions:
From (20) it can be verified that φ C (ω) explodes as ω → ∞; the associated q C (z) is thus ill-defined.
Fortunately, it is always possible for us to seek for an approximate solution to this ill-posed problem at an arbitrary level of precision. We introduce a specific kernel ψ λ (ω) with the bandwidth 1/λ into the inverse Fourier transform of φ C (ω) as the decay factor [12] :
where ψ λ (ω) e −λ 2 ω 4 serves as a "low-pass filter" selecting components within a limited bandwidth and suppressing high frequencies in the spectrum so that an approximate solution will be guaranteed. We would like to evaluate (21) using the series rather than direct integration. Consider the ratio inside the bracket in (21) , it resembles the generating function of the Hermite polynomials H n [u] (cf. [1] ):
Now we substitute (22) back into (21) and rearrange the terms, which results in the series solution:
where q
dz 2n q L (z) denotes the 2n-th derivative of the logistic density and consequently the (2n + 1)-th derivative of the logistic function g(z). We exploited the property of the Fourier transform regarding derivatives in the last equality of (23) . Notice that as one formally sends λ → 0 + the series approximation (23) becomes more and more accurate, and converges asymptotically as stated by (7), i.e. for any level of precision, we can always find a bandwidth λ, with which the analytical solution q C approximates the real improper q C . With a sample from the approximation, we can practically approach a "quasi-balanced" condition.
D Proof of Theorem 3
Proof. We firstly recall equation (9) . We define the integral in the last equity as the temperatureindependent density of states, formulated as
such that the tempered energy distribution is re-written as
As stated in [3] , the equilibrium of biasing potential A γ j (U) A γ j (U, t → ∞) can be formulated as
After WTE has converged, the actual potential is essentially the superposition U(θ j ) + A γ j (U(θ j )) of the biasing potential and the original unbiased one. With (24) and (25), the energy distribution reads
